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Example COVID-19 protocol for seafarers and employees in 
the windoffshore sector (version 28 September 2020) 

 
COVID-19 example protocol for seafarers and employees in the windoffshore sector 

(with directions for ship managers and additional information) 

Introduction 

This document contains an example COVID-19 protocol for seafarers and employees concerning common 

situations in shipping and the windoffshore sector. An example questionnaire (a separate document) is included in 

an appendix (COVID-19 questionnaire) 

Before / after repatriation - at home, in a hotel or other temporary residence in the 

Netherlands 

• Before departure to the ship fill in the questionnaire (see document appendix 1); 

• Prior to boarding, you may be requested to undergo a test (For information on testing, see the document 

general information, the PCR test on page 3. 

You may be requested to measure your temperature prior to boarding (for information on temperature 

measurement, see the document general information on page 3, measuring temperature). 

• If your COVID-19 test is positive (in the Netherlands), this will be reported to the local GGD and the 

RIVM infectious disease control center. You will be placed in home quarantine; this is done under the 

supervision of the GGD: the person in quarantine stays at home in a private room, which can be a 

private room or a hotel room. If you have a family this can be the whole household. Together with the 

people you share a household with you will receive information about measures that must be taken to 

prevent possible contamination. Whether you can leave the house for shopping at the supermarket if you 

are in home quarantine, RIVM cannot say anything in general about this: 'It is up to the local GGD to 

indicate what kind of individual is in home quarantine / quarantine in a hotel is appropriate at that time. "; 

• On the website of the National Government it is stated that when someone travels back from an orange 

country (see current list on the site of the National Government www.Nederlandwereldwijd.nl ) a home 

quarantine of 2 weeks is mandatory. This is not done under the supervision of the GGD. Seafarers are 

exempted from this obligation, although RIVM considers a home quarantine sensible when returning 

from an orange country. A separate arrangement is being worked out for cruise ships. It also happens 

that you have to quarantine for 2 weeks in a hotel 2 weeks before you board in certain countries. In 

principle, this is not under the supervision of the GGD, but the employer can request advice from the 

GGD or RIVM and give instructions to you / other employees. 

Measures during travel to / from ship - car / bus or taxi 

• Make sure you carry the following items with you: 
Sufficient disposable masks for traveling to the ship 
Sufficient plastic gloves for traveling to the ship; 

• The employer provides for a suitable means of transportation from the airport, hotel or ship; 

• In the Netherlands the following measures apply during traveling to and from the ship; 

• For transport by taxi, (taxi) passenger vans and coach, a reservation and health check in advance and a 

non-medical mask are mandatory for everyone aged 13 or older; 

• In private transport, with your own car, a mask is recommended when several people who do not belong 

to the same household travel together (if possible, open the window for ventilation); 

• When travelling by bus it is preferable to use a bus with sanitary facilities. Every stop with the exchange 

of people, such as a visit to a restaurant or toilet, increases the risk of infection; 

• When traveling by public transport: keep 1.5 meters distance at the stations, platforms and at the stops. 

Follow the instructions of your carrier. Since June 1st 2020, wearing a non-medical mouth mask is 

mandatory in public transport for travelers aged 13 and older. Put on the non-medical mouth mask on 

well before boarding to make boarding safe and fast; 

• Try to follow the distance of 1.5 m and the wearing of mouth masks while traveling as much as possible 

when traveling in the Netherlands and abroad; 

• Clean your hands with disinfectant gel after getting in and out. The employer must provide the 

disinfectant gel when traveling with means of transport made available by the employer; 

• Do not touch each other; 

• Get in and out so that you don't have to pass each other in the vehicle; 

• If possible, travel as much as you can with the same colleagues; 

http://www.nederlandwereldwijd.nl/
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• Use plastic gloves and mouth caps while traveling; these are provided by the employer when traveling 

with means of transport made available by the employer; 

• Do not touch handles of public areas, suitcase trolleys, etc. with bare hands, if necessary only with 

disposable plastic gloves. 

Travelling by plane 

 

• Airlines and airports have established rules. Please inquire in advance with the travel agency and / or 
airline and at the airport about the rules that apply at the airports where you come and during your trip; 

• People with health problems are not allowed to fly; 

• All passengers must be in possession of a health declaration; 

• The airline provides these while checking in; 

• The advice is given to check in at home; 

• The same applies to the airport as elsewhere: stay at home if you have complaints, keep 1.5 meters 
away and observe the hygiene measures; 

• Do not touch handles of public areas, suitcase trolleys, etc. with bare hands, if necessary only with 
disposable plastic gloves; 

• Because it is sometimes not possible to guarantee the standard of 1.5 meters everywhere at airports, 
passengers must wear a (non-medical) mask in a number of places, for example at customs and 
security; 

• Wearing a (non-medical) mask is mandatory at Schiphol at check-in and at security; 

• It is also mandatory to wear a (non-medical) mask on the plane; 

• You must provide sufficient masks yourself. Replace the mouthpiece after each use, if it is damp, or after 
a maximum of 3 hours. 

Relief & measures on board 

Hygiene Measures for Seafarers on Ships (6.1.3 e.v. Circular Letter IMO) 

• The captain / skipper appoints a COVID-19 responsible person on the ship and assigns him / her tasks 
regarding the prevention of COVID-19 contamination, such as drawing up a cleaning schedule and food 
schedule and checking it; 

• Keep as far as possible the 1.5 metres distance; 

• Avoid not necessary contact with others on board; 

• Use outside stairs / emergency stairs as far as possible and safe; 

• Make minimal use of lifts, if necessary with no more than 1 person at a time; only touch lift buttons with 
disposable plastic gloves; 

• Take care of disinfecting your own workplace and work material; 

• Avoid common areas such as the mess room when others are there, have the COVID-19 representative 
draw up a schedule in which employees can eat 1.5 m apart in small numbers. Or eat the food in your 
own cabin when possible; 

• After work, return directly to your own cabin as much as possible, unless measures have been taken on 
board that make it possible to enjoy safe rest in the accommodation or on the deck; 

• Common areas should be thoroughly cleaned according to a schedule that should be signed daily after 
each cleaning. The COVID-19 representative on board checks whether sufficient cleaning has been 
carried out daily. 
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Hygiene rules on board must be observed 

• Extra cleaning of toilets; how often + registration; drawing up of schedule and control is done by COVID-
19 person appointed on board; 
 

• Cleaning schedules by frequency (how often cleaning): 
 

Every day cleaning 

What or where Remarks Date executed 

Toilet and toilet space Walls, floors, toilet roll holder  

Garbage bags Remove daily  

… etc.    

   

   

 

• Keep door handles clean; 

• Clean tools / materials for shared use, 70% (IPA) alcohol is suitable for disinfecting materials and 
products. All hygiene materials (handles, gloves, tissue, mouth masks and cleaning products) are made 
available free of charge by employers; 

• Limit contacts with external parties as much as possible. Make agreements about this; 

• Talk to each other about (dangerously underestimating) deviant behavior and correct each other; 

• Take responsibility for yourself and colleagues. Ask questions and report problems to your supervisor / 
COVID-19 manager on board. 
 

Small spaces on board 

As much as possible, avoid being together in small spaces. Whenever possible, try to arrange one-way traffic in 
the corridors on board and only allow crew members in the accommodation. External parties may not enter via 
the superstructure, but from the outside towards the bridge wings. Consult with third parties as much as possible 
outside on the bridge wing or on deck and keep a minimum distance of 1.5 meters. However, the employer must 
do everything on board to limit the chance of COVID-19 contamination as much as possible. So if possible, keep 
a distance between colleagues. The employer must make available as many separate sleeping places / cabins as 
possible. It is not allowed to eat together in the messroom or with the correct distance. 
 

What to do if there is an infection on board? 
 
In the event of a crew member experiencing coughing and / or sneezing and / or fever, he or she should be 
isolated in his / her cabin. If he or she shares a cabin with others, a different solution must be found so that he or 
she stays alone in a room. You can do / apply this yourself, for this you do not need to contact a Radio Medical 
Service (TMAS / RMA). 
Serious cases (in addition to coughing, sneezing and / or fever, also making a generally ill impression or 
shortness of breath) must be submitted to a Radio Medical Service (TMAS / RMA). 
 

Fatique due to having to stay on board longer 
 
A general comment on fatique is difficult to give. It depends very much on the situation: especially the uncertainty 
how long you have to stay on board and the unclear communication about it, but also the atmosphere on board 
and the person: one person is more sensitive to this than the other. Fatigue causes attention and concentration to 
weaken and affects a person's mood, so that someone gets irritated more quickly. 
It is important that when someone notices that he / she can no longer work safely or that it plays with a colleague 

that this is reported to the captain as soon as possible. The captain/skipper can request advice from the Radio 

Medical Service. If this is not recognized in time, fatigue can have serious consequences and can even lead to 

psychosis. 
 

Working on or in Windmills offshore 

Hygiene measures in a windmill are the same as those of seafarers on board: 
 

• Keep 1.5 m distance as far as possible; 
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• Avoid contact with others on board; 

• Provide disinfection of your workplace and work material; 

• Before boarding the ship, the employer will ensure that sufficient and qualitative good personal protective 

equipment is provided, such as gloves, masks, etc. and ensures adequate disinfection / cleaning 

products are on board. 

When working in / on a Wind Turbine Generator (WTG), the following steps and precautions must be taken: 

• Limit the number of people present; 

• Maintain the 1.5 m distance as far as possible; 

• Regularly clean your hands with soap and warm water for at least 20 seconds or use a disinfectant gel; 

• Provide sanitary facilities at the right locations; 

• Avoid contact with your eyes, nose and mouth; 

• If you wear a mouth mask, make sure that it completely covers your mouth and nose; 

• Do not touch your mouth mask again once you have put it on; 

• Throw away disposable masks safely and immediately after each use; 

• Clean your hands after removing a mouth cap. 

 


